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Cтатья призвана показать, что алгоритмы машинного обучения могут применяться в различ-

ных коммерческих компаниях для улучшения разработки интеллектуальных систем. Основная зада-
ча – разработка надежной модели прогноза и ее запуске на масштабируемой платформе данных. 
Помимо алгоритмов и программного обеспечения, будут рассмотрены проблемы изменения 
процессов и предложены возможные решения. 
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1. Introduction 

Forecasting demand for fast-growing businesses is a key factor for successful development in highly 

competitive markets. There are lots of reasons to understand future sales beginning from satisfying custom-

ers desire of purchasing certain products affects loyalty up to optimizing stocks in stores. Every type of 

market has its specificities of business processes and it depends on various parameters like the sales of food 

products with limited expiring periods or electrical goods with the expensive cost of supplying and storage. 

The market has evolved into a “pull” environment with customers more demanding and discriminating, 

dictating to the supplier what products they desire and when they need them delivered [1]. 

This article aims to reveal the possible baseline approach for organizing demand forecasting for a wide 

chain of stores to standardize procurement processes and provide a unified tool for the store managers for 

ordering necessary product ingredients for coming periods. The main purpose was to predict the consump-

tion of ingredients for every unit of sales because the stores’ chain has different parameters of demand, 

supply period and transport for each unit of sales. The responsibility for ordering ingredients rests on the 

store managers and each of them has their own approach for forecasting demand on ordinary days, holidays, 

local events, etc. Thus, our goal was not only providing the prediction with higher accuracy than manual 

managers forecast but also scaling robust results and developing infrastructure for future machine learning 

model improvements based on the additional parameters of promotions, marketing activities, geolocation, 

purchasing power.  

The reproducible and stable forecast metric results do not guarantee the success of the project. There are 

multiple algorithms for generating time series prediction but the first goal was to give business value for the 

company in such spheres as decreasing loss because of lack of opportunity of sailing products because of 

ingredients absence. To solve this problem, we had to develop a forecasting model and check the possibility 

of integration provided prediction into the operating processes of stores and the scaling of this algorithm for 

every pair of store and ingredient. This means that provided predictions have to be reliable for forecasting 

thousands of time series which should be applicable in lots of stores. 

Dodo Pizza operates in a very competitive market. Only after a few years of development, it became a 

leader in the local market and opened its stores in more than thirteen other countries. The issue of forecasting 

ingredients consumption solves not only the problem of reducing the overstock and out of stock in the point 

of sales, but also could provide a united prediction of necessary products for the logistic company and food 

producers for a lingering period. It helps to optimize food production and scale beforehand. 
 

2. Method 

 The providing of a robust forecast of ingredients does not guarantee the absolute success of a project. 

The first steps were about manual providing forecast results through sending predicted numbers by machine 

learning model to stores managers and tests revealed that it is very important to standardize business pro-

cesses inside stores before developing a module of automated procurement. 
 

2.1. Process standardization 

 Manual tests have shown that the company has to change the processes of predicting necessary in-

gredients and ordering them through the whole way from producers to the sale stores.  
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Fig. 1. Main responsibilities of supply chain units 

Figure 1 illustrates the main units of the supply chain and their responsibilities. As we can see there is 

no one responsible unit for predicting and it affects the whole process. The main problem is that every store 

has its approach to plan future orders based on its understanding of the market. Supplier is responsible for 

consolidating all store forecasts and create their forecast with added reserves for unforeseen circumstances. 

Producers have to understand that in the case of unexpected sales increasing they have to have an extra 

reserve for ingredients, it can happen when the head company launches new products with strong promoting. 

Improving the planning process via increasing accuracy of predicting for our company was possible and 

easier if the first step would be creating one point of responsibility inside the head office. This requests 

investment in developing a new approach of forecasting based on machine learning algorithms and specific 

IT infrastructure for creating and deploying forecasts every day for every sale store.  

 

Fig. 2. Changed scheme of responsibilities 

As we can see in Figure 2 the main idea is to move responsibility to the head company. It helps to con-

centrate on improving the accuracy of forecast in one place and have an understandable process of including 

all items which affect orders inside the prediction processes like regional and local actions, marketing, 

launching new products, creating a reserve and necessary time for supplying ingredients to different regions. 
 

2.2. Forecasting approaches 

 The purpose of time series forecasting is to predict some future actions in order to make decisions based on 

understanding that some value will be equal to some number with certain accuracy. Today there are various approaches 

for solving the predicting problem and in this article, we compare the ARIMA algorithm and Facebook Prophet Library 

which is based on the Holt-Winter method.  
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 2.2.3. ARIMA 

 This approach is widely used in solving time series forecasting including building models for supply 

chains[2]. Our assumption is based on the idea that if demand data is stationary it can be represented by 

autoregressive integrated moving average model. 
 The ARIMA is generally denoted as ARIMA(p,d,q), where parameters are non-negative numbers: 

- p is autoregressive terms; 

- d is differences; 

- q is moving averages. 

 This kind of model assumes that that  is a linear function of the preceding values and is given by 

equation (1): 
    (1) 

 

We can describe this formula as each observation consists of a random component and a linear combi-

nation of the previous observations, and  in this equation is the self-regression coefficient. 

The behavior of the time series may be affected by the cumulative effect of some processes. For exam-

ple, stock status is constantly modified by consumption and supply, but the average level of stocks is essen-

tially dependent on the cumulative effect of the instantaneous changes over the period between inventories. 

Although short-term stock values may fluctuate with large contingencies around this average value, the level 

of the series over the long term will remain unchanged. A time series determined by the cumulative effect of 

activity belongs to the class of integrated processes. Even if the behavior of a series is erratic, the differences 

from one observation to the next can be relatively low or even oscillate around a constant value for a process 

observed at different time intervals. This stationarity of the series of differences for an integrated process is a 

crucial characteristic viewed from the statistical analysis side of the time series. Integrated processes are the 

archetype of nonstationary series. A differentiation of order 1 assumes that the difference between two 

successive values of Y is constant. An integrated process is defined by equation (2)[3]: 

     (2) 

where the random disturbance is white noise. 

The moving averaging process is a linear combination of the current white noise with one or more pre-

vious perturbations. The moving average order indicates the number of previous periods embedded in the 

current state. Thus, a moving average is defined by equation (3): 
     (3) 

 

Box and Jenkins[4] method was founded to develop a practical approach in order to perform ARIMA 

models. The Box–Jenkins principle consists of three iterative steps of model identification, parameter estima-

tion, and diagnostic checking steps[5]. The main rule to identify the model is that if a time series is obtained 

from an ARIMA process, it should have some theoretical autocorrelation properties. By matching the theo-

retical and empirical autocorrelation patterns, we make it possible to identify one or several potential models 

for the given time series. Box and Jenkins principle proposed to use the autocorrelation function (ACF) and 

the partial autocorrelation function (PACF) of the sample data as the basic tools to identify the order of the 

ARIMA model. 

2.2.3 Facebook prophet 

Facebook Prophet is an open-source library for generating time series that can be used for forecasting in 

a various tasks. It gives fast setting up fitting model and robust result that independent on a lot of external 

facts. Importantly, it is also designed to have intuitive parameters that can be adjusted without knowing the 

details of the underlying model[6]. It gives data analysts an oppurtinity for effective model tuning and fast 

building solutions that can answer their hypothesis questions. 

The core is based on decomposable time series model with three main components: trend, seasonality 

and holidays. Following formula decribes the combination of these parameters: 
                                  (4) 
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Here g(t) is the trend function which models non-periodic changes in the value of the time series, s(t) 

represents periodic changes (e.g., weekly and yearly seasonality), and h(t) represents the effects of holidays 

which occur on potentially irregular schedules over one or more days. The error term t represents any idio-

syncratic changes which are not accommodated by the model. 

This specification is similar to a generalized additive model (GAM) that was described by Hastie & 

Tibshirani[7], a class of regression models with potentially non-linear smoothers applied to the regressors. 

Here time as a regressor is used but possibly several linear and non-linear functions of time as components. 

Modeling seasonality as an additive component is the same approach taken by exponential smoothing[8]. 

Multiplicative seasonality, where the seasonal effect is a factor that multiplies g(t), can be accomplished 

through a log transform. 

The generalized additive model decomposes easily and accommodates new components as necessary, 

for instance when a new source of seasonality is identified.  

Developers of this approach, in effect, framing the forecasting problem as a curve-fitting exercise, 

which is inherently different from time series models that explicitly account for the temporal dependence 

structure in the data. This formulation provides a number of practical advantages in comparing with ARIMA: 

1. Flexibility - the model accommodates seasonality with multiple periods and lets the analyst make differ-

ent assumptions about trends; 

2. Unlike with ARIMA models, the measurements do not need to be regularly spaced, and analyst does not 

need to interpolate missing values by removing outliers; 

3. The forecasting model has easily interpretable parameters that can be changed by the analyst to impose 

assumptions on the forecast. Moreover, analysts typically do have experience with regression and are 

easily able to extend the model to include new components. 
 

2.3 Developing scalable forecast service 

The main idea of developing scalable service was in building data platform which can be used in vari-

ous machine learning projects inside our company. We had to provide data analyst tools that could speed up 

creating solutions without wasting time on gathering and preprocessing data. Also, these set of tools has to 

be independent on a data size because the story of our company keeps information about customers, sales 

and connected data for about 10 years. 

 2.3.3 Data Platform Architecture 

The main information system that automates all business processes inside every our store is based on 

cloud technologies. It has lots of advantages to use managed services and one of them is the how fast we can 

launch new solutions and support them.  

In order to run our procurement forecast model we decided to start developing own data platform and 

build trastable data source that can collect data from various databased of our distributed information system. 

The conception of using Delta Lakes[9] as a main storage gave us some important advantages that we dis-

cuss later. 

 

Fig. 3. Data Platform Architecture  
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  This technical architecture contains the idea of gathering data and keeping it on three different lay-

ers: 

- Bronze Layer - keeps data as it is in the data source, also called Raw Data; 

- Silver Layer - the first step after preprocessing Raw Data and changing it to the Data Vault[10] ana-

lytical architecture if it is neccessary for the final business task; 

- Gold Layer - the place where machine learning models can provide their inferences into the produc-

tion systems.  

This Data Platform artchitecure let us provide infrastructure with fast accessable and trustable infor-

mation.  

Over every layer we used Apache Spark which can work with data in a distributed and robust way. This 

set of tools is wide useable in the subject of developing high load distributed machine learning solutions[11]. 

We connected data platform with Apache Spark and our forecast model and built robust and scalable pro-

curement solution. 

3. Results 

 Our developed model that was lauchned on data platfotm and changed business procceses let us 

scaled this approach to 165 stores and provides procurement forecasts for moreover 20 000 time series 

everyday. 

 

 

 

Table 1. Forecast result statistics 
 

Check date Unique time series MAE MAPE SMAPE 

2021-09-25 8776 6,30 49,85% 21,43% 

2021-11-01 8180 6,43 55,25% 22,68% 

2021-12-14 21089 6,29 51,24% 21,87% 

2021-12-28 21735 6,65 54,53% 22,66% 

2022-01-11 21960 5,52 47,25% 20,52% 

Mean  6,24 51,62% 21,83% 

We can coclude that our approach can provide stable solution and it reasonable to develop this model 

further. 

4. Conclusion 

 It is reasonable to say that we achieved success in the first stage of developing our procurement 

forecsat system. However, it is neccessary to pay attention to the fact that not only the forecast model gives 

us an advantages of using machine learning algorithms in logistins. There some of things which are strongly 

connected inside this approach. 

Firstly, if the developed model has to help a great amount of people inside the company there is the high 

accuracy that you will have to change the processes inside the company. One of the insights of McKinsey 

researches proves that embedding analytics is as much about change management as it is about data science. 

It suggests that not only upgrading software is critically necessary, but a strong change management strategy 

is needed [12].  

Finally, if your company works on high compatitive markets it is worth to find a way of developing data 

platform and processes around in order to support further developing of data based projects. Every machine 
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learning projects costs a fortune, but in our hands make this developing faster, cheaper and build strong data 

strategy for the company. 
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